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15TOOLS OF THE TRADE

A rewarding CCMA experience – don’t go there without us!

TOUGH OUTDOOR IDENTIFICATION LABEL 
LASTS FOR MORE THAN A DECADE

Portable inspection lights with  
heavy-weight features

In January I represented an ECA(SA) member who 
was a respondent at an arbitration proceeding at 
the CCMA.  At the centre of the dispute, according 

to this member, was an allegation of unfair dismissal 
that was brought about by the non-renewal of a fixed 
term contract. 

The applicant alleged that he had never signed a 
fixed term contract and assumed that his employ-
ment with the member was permanent. My member 
had already tried to solve this dispute by offering a 
month’s pay to the applicant during conciliation at the 
National Bargaining Council for the Electrical Indus-
tries (NBCEI). This offer of settlement was rejected by 
the applicant and the matter remained unresolved. 

On assessment of the member’s case, I realised 
that he had made two mistakes – or errors of judge-
ment. He had failed to fulfil the requirements of Sec-
tion 198B(6). These requirements are that an offer to 
employ an employee on a fixed term contract or to 
renew or extend a fixed term contract, must (a) be in 
writing; and (b) state the reasons why such employ-
ment would only be for a limited duration. This is the 
situation that defined my ‘burden’ going into that arbi-
tration forum. 

The ECA(SA) member had employed six employ-

ees on a fixed term contract to do a hotel installation 
in Sandton. The job was to be finished in August 2015 
but was extended by a month. He distributed six con-
tracts to be signed by the employees on site and for 
these contracts to be placed in the safety file on site. 
At the end of the job, he terminated all contracts and 
as a good member of the association, he gave the 
employees each an extra week’s pay plus R500 as a 
thank you and send off. 

Within a month, one of the employees served him 
with an unfair dismissal claim. He then discovered that 
only five of the fixed term contracts had been signed; 
and one had only been signed by the employer but 
had not been signed by the employee, who was now 
making the claim of unfair dismissal. 

How could I show there was an agreement to the 
terms of the fixed term contract? Strictly speaking, a 
signature showing there had been ‘a meeting of the 
minds’ was absent. There was nothing within the other 
five contracts that had been signed that showed that 
the contracts had indeed been extended.

The only contracts in place were the original ones 
showing employment up to and including August 
2015. There were no written extensions. This is a direct 
violation of section 198B(6). 

The CCMA Commissioner used his powers to 
reopen conciliation. I agreed to engage the applicant 
towards a resolution. 

I offered as settlement a third of what was offered 
by my member at the initial conciliation. I was quite 
prepared to defend my member as I strongly believed 
that, at best, my member was negligent but there were 
no real grounds upon which a claim of permanent em-
ployment could be sustained. The circumstances under 
which the employee had been employed satisfied all 
the requirements of section 198B – except for the two 
mentioned – and I believed I could explain these away 
and informed the applicant accordingly.

After consultation with the applicant, I was present-
ed with a counter offer of one month’s pay. I rejected 
this counter offer on the basis that the employer had 
already taken enough ‘punishment’ by voluntarily pay-
ing one week’s wages; and that I was at the CCMA be-
cause the applicant had failed to sign a contract that 

was presented to him and he had never expressed any 
reservations about signing the contract. 

I had also learned that the applicant’s former col-
leagues (who had signed contracts) were hovering 
around the CCMA offices so I had to make it difficult 
for him to call them in as witnesses. I stuck to my offer 
of seven day’s pay and expressed my confidence of 
taking the matter through to arbitration. After a further 
caucus, the applicant accepted my offer and, to my 
member’s delight, the matter was resolved.

My advice to all ECA(SA) member is this: Please 
ensure that contracts of employment are signed 
and that they follow ‘the letter of the law’. All sorts 
of employment contracts and the relevant exten-
sions of such contracts are on the ECA(SA) website 
for members’ use. Any ECA(SA) member who needs 
help in a labour dispute should contact the ECA(SA)’s 
director of labour, Stephen Khola at national office on  
+27 11 392 0000.
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ECA(SA) news by Mark Mfikoe, national director

My advice to all ECA(SA) member is this: Please ensure that contracts of 
employment are signed and that they follow ‘the letter of the law’. 

THERMAL IMAGERS WITH WIRELESS 
TECHNOLOGY 
COMTEST, Fluke’s local representative, has announced the addition of two new models 
to the Ti100 family of thermal imagers: the Ti90 and Ti95. For the latest in wireless 
technology, the Ti90 and Ti95 are loaded with the Fluke Connect app and an 8 Gb wire-
less SD card, allowing users to share data infield, to get authorisations and complete 
orders without having to return to the office. 
The Ti90 and Ti95 feature:
• 5.6 mRad – Best-in-class spatial resolution gives superior quality images and allows 

users to conduct infrared inspections from a safe distance. 
• IR-Fusion picture-in-picture, which gives users context for the infrared image allowing 

for easier identification and reporting. 
• 80 x 80 (Ti95) or 80 x 60 (Ti90) thermal resolution.
• Large 3.5 inch LCD and removable storage (8GB SD memory card). 
• IP54-rated.
Fluke’s Ti90 and Ti95 have been specifically designed for maintenance professionals, 
troubleshooting technicians, industrial and commercial electricians, HVAC/R technicians 
and facilities managers and find application in industrial (manufacturing, process, pet-
rochemical) plants, commercial buildings, government buildings, schools, hospitals and 
electrical and water utilities. 
Enquiries: +27 11 608 8520 

BRADY has developed a top quality identi-
fication label that resists UV-light, weather-
ing, fluids and abrasion for more than 10 
years. This tough outdoor identification 
label keeps equipment, vehicles, compo-
nents and facilities clearly identified for 
more than a decade.

Ultra durable
Many outdoor identification solutions fade, 
shrink, crack or fall-off after a few years 
making them unreadable and therefore 
irrelevant. Brady’s new, halogen free and 
ultra durable outdoor identification label 
remains attached and clearly legible for 
more than 10 years in tough outdoors 
conditions. The label is uniquely weather 
resistant and doesn’t even need an over-

laminate to protect its print.
Clear and durable identification increas-

es the efficient use of equipment, compo-
nents, vehicles, tools and facilities, and it 
doesn’t need frequent replacement.

Outside applications
Available in black print on a white sur-
face, the toughest outdoor identification 
label is ideal to barcode and to identify 
solar panels, vehicles, equipment and 
facilities or exposed cables. Potential ap-
plications also include identification on 
signposts, on vending machines, rooftop 
air conditioning units, doors or outside 
stairwells.

In sectors with outdoor activities or 
products, such as data/telecom, construc-

tion or electrical, this tough outdoor label 
will increase efficiency through clear iden-
tification and communication on the spot.

Easy to create and apply
The toughest outdoor identification label 
can be printed on location using a quality 
thermal transfer benchtop or mobile print-
er from Brady. When coupled with labelling 
software, several barcode and serialisation 
options become available for on-site print-
ing. Because the label is self-adhesive and 
does not require an overlaminate, it is easy 
to print and apply. Also called B-8591, the 
toughest outdoor weather resistant label is 
part of Brady’s Workhorse Label Series.

Enquiries: +27 11 704 3295    

Like dynamite and diamonds, the Unilite 
premium quality LED pocket inspection 
light available from Garry Lumpe Imports, 
comes in a small package but has heavy-
weight features. With dimensions of  
162 x 30 x 16 mm and weighing only 95 g 
(including the batteries) this small but strong die cast aluminium torch 
features 220 lumen white Samsung LEDs with a 10 m beam range, 
two-stage dimming and three to six hours run time – all powered by 
three AAA batteries. Garry Lumpe Imports stocks a full range of quality 
Unilite portable LED lights that are perfect for electrical contractors 
who often have to work in dark places. The range, imported from 
the UK, is waterproof and impact resistant.  Although Unilite lamps 
are compact and easy to handle, they have incredibly high lumen 

outputs. The range includes LED inspection lamps from 220 to 750 
lumen; convenient headlamps from 80 to 350 lumen for workers who 
need hands-free lighting; durable – almost indestructible – flashlights 
with 500 lumen; and extremely powerful flashlights from 120 to 900 
lumen.  In addition, Unilite offers a range of intrinsically safe IP67 LED 
lamps that are ideal for the mining and petrochemical industries. 

Enquiries:  +27 11 396 4065
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http://www.arb.co.za/



